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The Pre-Computer Age:
The Rise of Data-Processing
Machines

Man and Computer

IT was in the very distant past that the first com-
puter appeared, and with it dawned a new era of which
the main events form the subject of this account. Despite
one appalling disaster, this period of history is dominated
by a fantastic evolution which transformed the primitive
pre-computer communities and welded them into the
perfectly integrated and organizedsociety of today.
Compared with the data-processing systems of our

own day, the original devices were very elementary.
Their development is to some extent comparable to bio-
logical evolution from the simplest living organism to
man. Yet for all their primitive structure even the earli-
est computers were very useful. They solved compli-
cated mathematical and technical problems and soon
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The Tale of the Big Computer

came to occupy a prominent place in the most diverse
fields of community life. They were progressively
adapted to man's needs and did m~ch to relieve his dif-
ficulties. By their capacity to solve problems which up
to that time had seemed insoluble, and by taking over
more and more routine intellectual work, they conferred
upon mankind the boon of a freer, pleasanter way of life.
The adaptation was reciprocal, and men adjusted them-

selves to the computers. They devoted a growing pro-
portion of their time and energy to developing and per-
fecting them; they gave them all the maintenance re-
quired, and the more valuable and indispensable these
machines proved to be, the more devotedly were they
tended. The solutions they worked out became increas-
ingly instructive, whether they related to purely scien-
tific and technical problems, or to questions of economics
and sociology. Social evolution as a whole followed
guidelines classed as optimal by the computers, and peo-
ple began to follow the advice and Instructions-e-we may
even venture to say commands-of data-processing ma-
chines in an increasing number of fields.
Steam, electricity, and the internal combustion engine

had already liberated mankind from heavy work. Puny
musclepower had been superseded by the mighty horse-
power of machinery, and there was no further need for
anyone to strain himself with exhausting physical labor.
But computers were a yet greater boon, in. that they
eased the wearisome and exacting work of the intellect;
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The Pre.Computer Age

III the end they relieved mankind of the burden of
thought itself.
The more useful computers proved to be, the greater

their numbers. They multiplied and replenished the earth,
becoming at the same time more complex and better
adapted to solving even the most abstruse problems. Gen-
eration after generation they grew and matured, assuming
an ever more dominant position in the evolution of society.

Chronology

The era introduced by the advent of the earliest data
machine is sometimes called the computer age, but this
term is more appropriate to the period now about to be-
gin. The characteristic feature of the time extending from
the first computer to our own day is not complete domi-
nation by data machines, but rather a fruitful cooperation
-a symbiosis-between man and computer. It is this
symbiosis which on the one hand has enriched human
existence and on the other has enabled computers to
evolve and become more numerous; because of this, his-
torians now agree that "symbiotic age" is a term appro-
priate to the period now approaching its end.
The. era preceding the symbiotic age is generally

known as the pre-computer age. Although true evolu-
tion began with symbiosis, the pre-computer age is far
from unimportant, for it was during this time that the
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seeds of data machineswere sown. The process continned
by stages, in the course of which the environment best
suited to the advent of the computer gradually evolved.
The pre-computer age may be regarded from differ-

ent points of view. Our own time is characterized by
cultural expansion from Earth into surrounding space
and, guided by computer calculation, we have begun to
colonize the neighboring heavenly bodies. With this as
background it is only natural to begin our exposition of
the pre-computer age from the cosmicpoint of view.

The Origin of Life

That part of space now traversed by our interplanetary
craft was at one time filled with clouds which, under
the influence of cosmic forces, condensed to form the
sun and its planetary system. On Earth, which was one
of the many bodies so formed, conditions proved most
favorable for the evolution of the culture now spreading
to more and more of Earth's kindred in space. Yet it was
long before such an evolution began. During the first pe--
riod of its existence, Earth was totally sterile, yielding
neither life nor computers.
During this period it was the geological forces that

were chiefly active. Oceans were formed, from which
emerged continents and islands. In paying special atten-
tion to the events foreshadowing and leading up to our
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The Pre-Computer Age

own era, we should note, above all, the concentration in
various minerals of those substances of which data ma-
chines aremadeup.
It is not our purpose to give a detailed account of geo-

logical and biological development. Our particular sub-
ject is the symbiotic age; earlier periods are. touched
upon with reference only to events bearing upon the
origin of computers, or upon conditions prevailing dur-
ing the symbioticage.
In our day, mention of the pre-computer age evokes

chiefly the splendid epos wherein our poets illustrate the
evolution of the world. Their manner of describing its
various phases often differs from the sober analyses of
historians, yet they are not lacking in interest. On the
contrary: not even the most rigid scientist can fail to be
inspired by the grandiose vistas thrown open to us by
these epics. We live in a fantastic era and cannot but be
exhilarated by the incredible advancesmade during the age
of symbiosis; and we look forward to what will certainly
be a yet greater epoch. An account even of the pre-com-
puter age can hardly fail to be colored by this.
Our poets, especially those commonly called mystics,

tend to regard the period immediately succeeding the for-
mation of the Earth as a mighty effort on the part of na-
ture to engender computers directly, without the help of
any intermediary. They are alluding to the geologicalproc-
esses which crystalized out many of the substances of
which a data machine consists. But the task of bringing
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forth computers from sterile soil proved too difficult;
The tectonic forces which created mountains and dif-
ferentiated minerals could not produce anything as sub-
tle and complex as a computer. For this a lengthy, trou-
blesome detour was required, and the greatest of all tasks
had to be completed step by step.
Nature then started upon a simpler project which

could be carried out by the means then available. Such is
the explanation of the origin of life. Among the chemical
combinations formed in the course of geological evolu-
tion under the influence of cosmic forces, some had the
properties required for sustaining life. It was in this way
that the simplest biological units started their existence.
Life, which evolved into ever more complex structures,
was nature's substitute for directly bred computers. Yet
it was more than a substitute: it was a road-a winding
road, yet one which despite all errors and hazards, crises
and catastrophes, arrived at last at its destination.

Biological Evolution

When we study the beginnings of biological evolution,
its purpose seems to us obscure. How can one regard a
tiny blob of protoplasm-an amoeba, for instance-as
a first step toward computers? But if we follow the evo-
lutionary process further we come upon certain clues,
or signposts. At quite an early stage we detect the forma-
tion of a nervous system. Certain cells become length-
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ened and begin to resemble the wires which played so
important a part in the first simple computers,' and along
these threads electrical impulses are transmitted. The
system is of course of a far more primitive type than
that of data machines. In even the earliest and most ele-
menrary computers, signals were transmitted with the
speed of light, whereas nerves carry a curious type of
electrochemical impulse, which is extremely slow; never-
theless the fundamental principle is the same. Moreover
the impulses carried by nerves can be switched to con-
nect with different nerve channels through what are
known as synapses, and in this we discern an example of
the transistor elements in the first primitive data machines.
From the formation of the earliest and most elemen-

tary nervous system, biological evolution pursued a path
which led-despite many setbacks-to computers. Of the
numerous experiments performed by nature, most were
failures, leading only to dead ends. There was for exam-
ple a time when gigantic forms of life were tried out, and
huge lizards-the dinosaurs-made their appearance. Yet
during the same period somevery smallmammalswere in
existence, and one might have supposed that the mighty
dinosaurs would have proved their superiors in every
way. But the mammals had one great advantage: their
nervous system reacted more swiftly than that of the
giants, and they were what used to be called more intel-
ligent. In modern terms we shonld say that the rudimen-
tary computer represented by their nervous system was
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more efficient: that is, being closer to true computers,
mammals were superior beings, and so won the battle for
survival.

The Origin of Man

To follow biological evolution in detail would carry us
beyond the scope of this book. We will merely dwell
for a moment on the epoch-making mutation-s-or series
of mutations-which marks the evolution from ape to
man. It may be questioned whether this was indeed so
significant a step, the difference between ape and man
being trifling compared with that between man and the
modern computer. Yet we must regard the arrival' of
man as one of the truly important events in history, for
it was through him alone that computers could come
into existence. Unlike apes, dogs, and other animals, man
was inventive and was thus able to create an environment
favorable to the advent of data-processing machines. His
true greatness is that he is the only living creature intel-
ligent enough to perceive that the purpose of evolution
was the computer. Furthermore, data machines required
a long period of symbiosis with man in order to evolve
into their present form, and no other living being could
have served this purpose.
We have pursued a train of thought which relates to the

traditional, mystical view of evolution. From a strictly'
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historical account we should of course demand less bias,
less teleological argument. Nevertheless the main features
of our presentation are in accordwith historical fact.
Human qualities-eminent in many respects--derive

from a well-developed nervous system. Indeed it can be
said that a man's brain represents a relatively serviceable
computer, and he is therefore the only living being ca-
pable of solving mathematical problems. The process is
slow, certainly, because his brain works with electro-
chemical impulses which are the only kind transmissible
by nerves. Yet we must credit him with a remarkable
skill in mathematics,aswell asin many other spheres.

Pre-Computer Man

We tend to regard the pre-computer period of human ex-
istence as being filled with disorder, chaos, wild brutal-
ity, and warfare; and it is of course true that not until
the emergence of data machines did a well-organized so-
ciety become possible. Yet it was no contemptible evo-
lutionthat took place between Stone Age man .and the
period immediately preceding the advent of data ma-
chines. During that time a number of important inven-
tions and discoveries were made, such as fire, the wheel,
electricity, the internal combustion engine, 'radio, the air-
plane, atomic power, and the rocket. Of these;'electricity
and radio were the most important, since they paved the
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way for computers. Men of those days were elated, and
proud of their achievements, which wrought tremendous
changes in their living conditions as compared with those
of the era during which they became distinct from
apes. Their life became pleasanter and easier in many
ways, although at the same time they were aware that
in many important respects no true progress had been
made. Study of pre-computer literature reveals a con-
stant lament that morally mankind had made no essential
progress since the Stone Age. Stone Age man clubbed
his fellowman to death when threatened or hungry. By
the dawn of the computer age people in general were
no longer doing this; such activities were then confined
to gangsters, politicians, and soldiers. But these, thanks
to a number of brilliant inventions, murdered far more
effectively. Man's sense of living in an uncertain, perilous
world seems not to have altered very much at any time
during the pre-computer age. At its beginning, man
feared the forces of nature and his neighbor's club; at its
end he feared aircraft and the nuclear bomb. But the fear
was the same.
Writers of those days, we read, hoped that moral pro-

gress would put an end to this ghastly situation-and we
feel somewhat bewildered, for it was above all the poli-
ticians who organized mass murder; yet in most states
impeccable morals were a prerequisite for anyone em-
barking upon, a political career. In fact, this anomaly
arose from quite different causes.
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We demand of a community that it should be stable,
in the sense that it does not conduce to the disasters of
war, and at the same time progressive enough to bring
about a continual improvement in living conditions, since
failure to achieve this results in discontent and revolu-
tion. To build such a society is a very difficult problem;
so difficult is it, indeed, that it exceeds the capacity of the
human brain, and can be resolved only with the help of
computers. This has been proved by means of the very
important "sociological complexity theorem."

The Sociological Complexity Theorem

A detailed examination of this theorem and its proofs
would take us beyond the scope of our present study; yet
the question is of such importance that it will be well to
recall its basic arguments. We may take as an analogy the
fact that in pre-computer times it was impossible to pro-
duce an accurate, reliable weather forecast. If at a given
moment observations are made at a sufficient number of
meteorological stations, one can set up differential equa-
rions and, by solving them, predict the weather for, say,
three days ahead. But to solve these equations and make
the necessary calculations took more than three days,
so that by the time the forecast was complete it was too
late. Not until computers were brought into use was it
possible to work out the forecast promptly enough for it
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to precede the predicted weather, and so have any value.
In certain respects the sociological problem is similar.

Only after a thorough study of social conditions has been
made can one take steps to organize society in a rational
way. But it takes a long time to grasp all the elements of
a complex social structure. If a community does not de-
velop at all, but remains static, one has leisure to study
its essential characteristics, decide what measures are
necessary, and adopt them in due order, testing one's
way toward a satisfactory system.
But such a process requires time-s-an incomparably

longer time than is needed to work out a weather fore-
cast. This means that one cannot apply the methods used
in a static society, of which the technical requirements
are unchanging, to a society which has been rendered
progressive through technical development; for during
the time taken to study the community, work out neces-
sary measures and then implement them, science will
have made new discoveries and technology new inven-
tions, so that at the moment when innovations begin
to take effect they will already be outdated. Circum-
stances may well have undergone radical change and
demand diametrically opposed action. Thus the meas-
ures actually adopted will not as a rule bring about a more
rational organization of society, but rather will have
the reverse effect and increase the chaos. Fresh measures
to meet the new situation will not have time to be imple-
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mented before science and technology have yet again
made that situation obsolete.
For this reason the naive sociological forecasts of the

pre-computer era were always wrong, and the leaders
of the community were perpetually chasing their own
tails.
The Sociological Complexity Theorem was born of an

analysis of the many factors to be taken into account
when organizing society and of the speed with which
they altered. The capacity of the human brain was
matched against the complex material to be dealt with
and found wanting. It was too slow. Theoretically, a
large number of brains working together could have
operated rapidly enough, and had it been practicable to
organize efficient collaboration among an adequate num-
ber of individuals, the problem-in principle-could
have been solved. But at that time cooperation could
never be brought to any degree of efficiency, one reason
being that communication by means of speech or writing
was clumsy and slow. The larger the organization, the
less effective. In consequence, no organization made up of
a number-large or small-of human beings possessed
the intellectual capacity to analyze and digest rapidly
enough all the changes in the complicated setup of a
progressive society.
A profound analysis of the problem outlined above

led to the conclusion that the problem of organizing 50-
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ciety is so highly complex as to be insoluble by the hu-
man brain, or even by many brains working in collabora-
tion. It is this conclusion which is known as the Socio-
logical Complexity Theorem. The mathematically cogent
proof of this theorem is one of the finest scientific achieve-
ments of the early symbiotic age.
We now know with certainty, therefore, that no sta-

ble society could possibly have been built in the pre-
computer age. Idealists and social reformers were trying
to solve a problem which by its very nature was insolu-
ble. All attempts to construct a flying machine before
the invention of the internal combustion engine were
doomed to failure: human muscles were too feeble to
get man off the ground, and he could fly only with the
help of an engine. By analogy, his intellectual capacity
was inadequate to construct a stable society, and it was
not until the help of computers became available that so
difficult a task could be carried through. The advent of
data-processing machines was thus an essential condition
for a stable society, which implies a society free from the
fear of unspeakable disaster. For this reason too-and it
is by no means the least-the rise of computers heralded
anew age.

Discoveries and Inventions

Of mankind's many and varied activities, three are espe-
cially notable. Firstly, man explored the world and
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learned about the forces of nature, Secondly, he used
this knowledge to make many inventions which altered
his way of life and prepared the way for computers.
Thirdly, he evolved a society and attempted to organize
it in such a way as to render it both stable and progres-
srve.
We who are familiar with the SociologicalComplexity

Theorem know that these attempts were bound to fail;
yet we should not deride them, for they show that the im-
portance of the social problem was fully understood. We
must also acknowledge that from time to time solutions
-however illusory-were arrived at, so that for brief
periods some measure of social order emerged which, for
all its imperfections, had some good points. Indeed, such
rudimentary communities were a necessary preliminary
to the exploration of the world and the harnessing of nat-
ural forces; and it was this activity which was primarily
significant, in that it led the way into a new age.
The scientific and technological development of this

era corresponds to the biological evolution of the pre-
vious one. There is a similarity also in that in both cases
many different lines of evolution were started of which
only a few were successful. The rest turned out, to be
dead ends, and terminated in crises and catastrophe. Thus
we find an analogy between the biological evolution
leading to man and the equally successful technical evo-
lution leading to the computer. In the same way we may
compare the ill-fated development of the great lizards
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with many of the abortive lines in technology, as for
example those leading to the automobile and the great
city. Let us examine these phases more closely.
At what point in time man became man is a question of

definition. In our day we tend to draw the line between
ape and man at the stage where mutating ape-man ac-
quired the ability to solve mathematical problems, since
it was then that his evolution clearly pointed the way
toward computers. Yet let us not forget that such an
evolution could take place only if man survived the bat-
tle against other animals and against harsh nature herself.
In this his mastery of fire was the greatest possible ad-
vantage, and there are many who prefer to date the birth
of humanity from the time when man acquired that mas-
tery.
There is profound symbolism here. The lightning

which struck down into the primeval forest where the .
savage lived gave him fire, but at the same time mani-
fested to him the mighty force of electricity. Manifested
it in a violent and terrifying manner, certainly; but at
that stage man could not have apprehended it in any
subtler form. When once his interest was aroused, how-
ever; he embarked upon research. He found that elec-
tricity could be used to send messages along wires; te-
legraphy and telephony were discovered, and what is
known as the era of teletechnology began. His next dis-
covery was that wires were unnecessary and that images
could be transmitted by means of electrical impulses;
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and with this further development of telerechnology he
produced radio and television. From this moment, hu-
man civilization became closely linked with electrical im-
pulses which ran along wires, or without wires, and com-
bined with one another to form interesting and complex
patterns. Thus were created the conditions favorable to
the advent of computers.

The Origin of the Dota.Proc&ssing Machine

Probably no event in history has aroused so much inter-
est as the arrival of the first computer-not only because
the event in itself was of epoch-making significance, but
because of its dramatic background. It appears to us now
that history had long been leadingup to this moment.
Computers first appeared during the most horrible,

most chaotic period ever known. It is true that ever
since the first Stone Age man swung the first club, mur-
der and plunder had been the order of the day. Yet as
long as robber bands had to travel either on foot or on
horseback, their misdeeds remained local in character.
The invention of the wheel and the ensuing invention
of the internal combustion engine changed all this and
facilitated the swift transport of armies all round the
world, with the. result that warfare became far more
frightful. The chaos of the age culminated in a series of
"world wars," in which the most ghastly implements of
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destruction came into use and millions of people were
murdered. In the course of one of these world wars, hard-
tried humanity was further panic-stricken by the detona-
tion of the first atomic bombs. The threat of utter chaos
and destruction set its mark on the politics of the day.
Mankind was confronted by a general rearmament con-
sisting of atomic and hydrogen bombs, capable of de-
stroying the whole of civilization. The forces of destruc-
tion had become more and more hideous. Where were the
forces that could bring order out of impending chaos?
It was just at this time that the first computer appeared.

Its setting was modest enough. In a small laboratory-
some people maintain that it was an old converted stable
-a few men in white coats stood watching a small and
apparently insignificant apparatus equipped with signal
lights, which flashed like stars. Gray perforated strips of
paper were fed into it, and other strips emerged. Scien-
tists and engineers worked hard, with a gleam in their
eyes; they knew that the little gadget in front of them
was something exceptional-but did they foresee the
new era that was opening before them, or suspect that
what had happened was comparable to the origin of life
on earth?
This scene, set against the background of the appall-

ing mushroom cloud, is a favorite theme in computer-
age art, and it has been elaborated in an infinite number
of ways in the poetry of the period. It is only natural
that the thoughts of our age shonld return so often to
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its all-important beginnings; yet it may be that at times
we have tended to overdo it. In earlier days people re-
acted strongly against the idea that the human race
originated from some mntation in an ape, and preferred
to believe that it had been created by divine intervention.
Such naive ideas have of course no place in our own time,
yet many people dislike hearing the computer classed as
an ordinary invention. Therefore we never say that sci-
entists and engineers constructed the data machine, but
rather that these wise men assisted in bringing it into ex-
istence. In this way we avoid offending those who find
a poetic mystique in the event and would prefer to speak
of the "birth" of the computer. This is in no way to dis-
parage the wise men; on the contrary, their names are
known to everyone, and no other people have been so
greatly venerated-not to say worshiped.
Having regard for the tremendous importance of the

event, we find it natural to choose the very instant of
the computer's first appearance as the starting point for
our chronology. The necessity of establishing the exact
moment was appreciated long ago, and few papers have
been so closely examined as the laboratory notes made on
that day and in that particular laboratory. As the com-
puter time sequence was governed by the quartz clock
it was possible to date the emission of the first series of
signals to the nearest microsecond, and it is from this mo-
ment that we reckon our chronology.
Later investigation, however, suggests that there was
25
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some defect in the clock, so that our time is out by six
microseconds. Rather than readjust the whole of our
chronology we continue to use the original starting point,
although it is probably incorrect, and we must therefore
say that the first data machine started working six micro-
seconds E.G (Before Computer). This is regarded merely
as a curiosity and of course has no practical significance,
though naturally all incidents relating to the start of our
chronology are of interest.
Another remarkable circumstance is worth mention-

ing. Some researchers have insisted that the first data ma-
chine appeared six months E.G They based their claim
on an event in quite a different laboratory. A lengthy and
at times acrimonious debate ensued; but after careful in-
vestigation and penetrating theoretical analyses of the
concept "computer," it became clear that these men
were mistaken, as they themselves have acknowledged.
What they had in mind was not a computer at all, but a
conventional electronic invention, albeit a very brilliant
one. It contains certain circuits which are also present in
the simplest data-processing machines, and it was this
fact that gave rise to the error. But as the invention is, as
we noted, an exceptionally brilliant one, and contains
certain computerlike features, it has been honored with
the proud name of the "predecessor of the computer."
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The Big City

Parallel to the development which, via teletechnology,
led up to the data machine, there occurred many other
lines of evolution, most of them leading to dead ends, as
we saw. Technical evolution appears in this respect to
be governed by the same laws as the biological: a large
number of possibilities are tried out, of which only the
results can determine which are viable and capable of
progress. Many people like to carry the analogy so far
as to seek a parallel between almost all important events
in the two forms of evolution. It has been pointed out,
for example, that dinosaurs correspond to big cities, both
orders representing megalomaniac experiments which
were soon to prove failures. Again, mammals, which won
the battle against the dinosaurs and evolved further into
man, have been compared with the teletechnology which
brought about the dissolution of large towns and led to
data machines.
Such analogies are somewhat superficial, and there is

no need to discuss them further. But the big cities played
much too important a part in the pre-computer age for us
to ignore them. Their origin is one of the great unsolved
mysteries in modern historical research. Great efforts
have been made to discover just how these remarkable
structures came about. We have classified and analyzed a
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mass of documents, and we can follow in detail the
growth and subsequent depopulation of these places. It
may almost be said that we know when each building
was constructed, repaired, renewed, and finally aban-
doned. We have studied resolutions passed by the city
councils and have a detailed knowledge of the psycholog-
ical structure of those who took part in city-planning-
if planning be the word to use in this context. Yet in spite
of this we have never succeeded in understanding why
the great cities were built. All we can say is that a num-
ber of different theories have been formulated, which we
shall now examine.
Let us first of all dispose of the unfortunately .very

popular notion advanced by our mystics. According to

them, these great towns were built to provide a suitably
dark background to the advent of the first computer. Just
as that period of time was as somber as could be-it was
in the middle of one of the appalling world wars when
the atomic bomb was being tried out---so also the place
where the event occurred should be the most dismal and
depressing spot imaginable: the center of a big city. This
theory, which won great popularity, is not taken seri-
ously by any true historian. Men might conceivably
build one such city, to provide a dramatic contrast, but
we know that there were hundreds of them, and only one
could have been the "birthplace" of the first computer.
Moreover, cities increased in size after this time. We can
see good reason for their disappearance: they were aban-
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doned as soon as data machines made it possible to reor-
ganizesociety. The only mystery about them is why they
should have appeared in the first place, and this vital point
remainsobscure.
All of us when touring will have seen these vast stone

wildernesses with their irregular, angular "rock forma-
tions" which only at a later period began to be covered
with green growth. And we must all have tried to im-
agine what it felt like to be cooped up in one of their
countless little cells. The streets that cut their way
through the building massifswere at one time used as a
dump for the innumerable motor vehicles manufactured
in those days; what else could be done with scrapped cars
once laser-guided craft were introduced? And besides,
it showed respect for tradition, for at the start of our
own era the streets were normally crammed with ·cars.
Some distinction seems to have been drawn between
cars that were parked and cars that stood in a line, though
what that distinctionwas remainsobscure.
We should not underrate the difficulty of forming a

true picture of normal life in a large city. It is impossible
for us to imagine the deafening noise and the frightful
stench of the poisonous gases spewed forth by motor
vehicles, although attempts have been made to reproduce
these conditions. On one occasion soon after urban de-
population, all the cars in one big street were repaired
and their tanks filled with gasoline. People were allowed
to get into them and turn the steering wheel. Spaces be-
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tween the cars were packed with tourists who had
poured in to experience "a day in the big city." But when
the car engines started their deafening roar and their
poisonous fumes streamed out, the tourists panicked.
Medical tests showed that normal people can endure only
a brief period in these circumstances without grave psy-
chological harm. Certain poisonous effects of exhaust
gases were also detected. For these reasons the perform-
ance was never repeated. The .material which once
formed cars is now rusty sediment in the mud-filled sew-
ers.
Three theories as to the origin of the big city form the

subject of serious discussion among modem historians.
They are known, respectively, as the ignorance theory,
the termite theory, and the pyramid theory. Cogent
evidence has been adduced in support of them all, and
it is difficult to decide which is the correct one.
The ignorance theory is based on the quite literal inter-

pretation of the minutes and reports of the period. Thus
when someone announces that he wants to work in a big
city, we take him to mean that he really did think work-
ing conditions were best for him there. One reason for this
might be that communication between people, exchange
of ideas, and passing of resolutions occurred for the most
part at meetings, where a greater or smaller number
of people were crowded into one room. In those days a
necessary condition for conversation was that ~he speak-
ers should be within earshot of one another: that is, us-
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ually in the same room. It was therefore an advantage to
hold all conferences in a large city, where the inhabitants
could travel easily from one meeting to another. Yet this
argument is hard to accept, one reason being that cities
continued to increase in size long after telephone and
television had enabled people to converse and see each
other without being in the same room.
Another point made is that trade was most easily car-

ried on in a big city. The absurdity of this reasoning is
self-evident: it could have been of no advantage to con-
vey goods to the cities and then, after selling, convey
them out again, in view of the enormous traffic problems
of the day. We know too that the most important re-
quirement for business premises was plenty of parking
space, which was about the most difficult thing to obtain
in a big city.
We can consider one argument after another, and still

it remains impossible to find a single valid reason for
building large cities.
Supporters of the ignorance theory emphasize that

whereas to us it is evident that cities were abortions, peo-
ple of that day were too stupid to perceive this. -The fact
that the problems of community life had never been sat-
isfactorily analyzed is cited as another instance of this
stupidity. We must point out in extenuation that such a
thing would hardly have been possible before the advent
of data-processing machines. Such rudimentary planning
as occurred was handled by people recruited rather as a
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result of their lust for power than for their competence,
and it has been emphasized that the authorities were often
of inferior intelligence.
The ignorance theory has met with strong opposition,

one of the objections to it being that people in power were
by no means deficient in intelligence. Speeches and ad-
dresses of the day show that all such leaders had distin-
guished themselves by eminent wisdom, astuteness, and
foresight. Moreover in contemporary books and news-
papers we find crushing condemnation of big cities as suit-
able places to live, and there is evidence to show that this
criticism was brought to the notice of the authorities, to-
gether with proposals for alternative forms of organiza-
tion. Yet it is equally clear that the urban situation was
getting worse. Communications deteriorated, the noise
grew ever more intolerable, the air more poisoned, stress
and strain intensified, nervous breakdowns became com-
moner, crime increased, and so on and so forth. Leaders
usually justified their measures by declaring that these
were intended to bring about quite opposite results. They
proclaimed their desire to improve commnnications,
abate noise, purify the air, and make life pleasant and
efficient. According to the ignorance theory we must as-
sume, then, that all measures adopted had in the long run
often-or indeed usually-the reverse effect to what was
aimed at. This seems preposterous. Other motives must
have been at work, although they find no expression in
documents that have been preserved. Therefore if we re-
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ject the ignorance theory we can only assume that the
true arguments were camouflaged through hypocrisy or
from some deep-lying psychological causes. It is perhaps
significant, that one of the most eminent cultural figures
of the period declared that "words were invented to dis-
guise our thoughts."
It was this reasoning which led to the so-called termite

theory. In pre-computer times man stood in intimate con-
tact with nature. He lived to a .great extent onriatural
products and hated to do anything. "contrary to nature."
When building up his society he turned to nature for his
model, and found that of all creatures, ants and especially
termites had been most successful in constructing a stable
if hardly progressive society. Thus he adopted, perhaps
unconsciously, the termite heap as his ideal, and it be-
came the pattern for the great cities.
This theory is borne out by the idealization of the in-

dustrious ant, which is a feature in the literature of the
day. Buildings were often constructed like termite heaps,
and the swarming inhabitants of the cities were sometimes
likened to the throngs of the anthills. It is known from
biological study that life in termite colonies was regulated
by a system of odorous substances, and it may be that the
exhaust fumes from cars performed a similar function.·
Another hypothesis is known as the pyramid or litho-

phile theory. According to this, towns were analogous
to the pyramids, which served no useful purpose, but were
built for religious reasons. Only if one enters into the
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image world of the ancient Egyptians can one hope to
understand why they devoted so much labor to the build-
ing of pyramids. 'Cities are vastly bigger heaps of stone
than the pyramids; yet it can be demonstrated that in pro-
portion to the capabilities of the two cultures, they are
almost exactly equal. This seemed to justify making the
general proposition that each and every civilization strives
to amass as much stone as possible. This unconseious urge
to collect stone (the lithophilic urge) is later disguised-
by the Egyptians with religious motives, and by people
at the opening of our own era with various transparent
pretexts for city-building. We may also have paid too lit-
tle attention to the part played by religious considerations
in urban organization. That so many people spent a great
part of the day sitting in a metal box and mrning a wheel
may indicate that this state was suited to religious contem-
plation. The wheel may have been a venerated symbol of
technical culture. It is also known that those seated in traffic
jams invoked certain divine powers popular at the time.
We have presented the principal arguments for and

against the different theories without committing our-
selves to anyone of them in this scientific feud. We need
only add that the termite and lithophile theories long
dominated the discussion, but of late the ignorance theory
has been coming to the fore. This fact may relate to a
general tendency to disparage human achievement; a tend-
ency perhaps natural in the face of the impending revolu-
tionary event.
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Computers· Usher in. aNew Era

The Earliest Data·Proc~ssing Machines

IN the foregoing chapter we depicted the pre-
computer age. It was an unhappy, chaotic period, and
its portrayal is necessarily somber. Events plainly showed
that man was incapable of organizing his own society, for
all his clumsy efforts in that direction led to disaster. Yet
the point is not made from any wish to disparage him: his
greatness is beyond dispute, though it does not extend to
the sphere of organization. His historical importance lies
in the fact that he was the medium whereby data machines
came into being. Computers could not spring directly
from the hand of nature; their evolution took a necessary
detour through biological life, which culminated in Homo
sapiens. And it was reserved for man to create the envi-
ronment necessary to the rise of the data-processing ma-
chine.
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Epoch-making though the advent of the earliest com-
puter may appear to us, it would be wrong to think that
the newcomer played any great part at first. It was only
the small group of people who had collaborated in bring-
ing it into being who had any inkling of its true sig-
nificance; and not even they could have predicted its fu-
ture development. The first computers were of course
very simple. They took a long time to mature, to evolve,
and to replenish the earth-and not the earth alone, for
that matter. It was long before they came into their own.
From now on we shall study the manner in which so-

ciety was recast by data machines.The process began in
a small way within the first decadesA.D. (After Data),
but we must bear in mind that it was not the computers of
our own day that were taken into use at that time; they
were ones of a far simpler type. Therefore, by way of
introduction to the exposition which follows it will be
well to give a brief description of some of the main char-
acteristicsof primitive data-processingmachines.
Although the earliest devices were incomparably sim-

pler than those of our own day, we find in even the oldest
types many of the principles on which the modem com-
puter is based. The three main features of the primitive
data machine were the memory or storage unit, the arith-
metical unit, and the control unit. There was also an in-
put unit through which the programing was initiated,
and yet another-the output-by which the results were
presented. .
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When the computer was.to carry out a relatively simple
calculation-e.g., add or subtract, multiply or divide
some thousands of figures, these figures were recorded on
a typewriter which produced a perforated paper tape, the
perforations representing the figures according to a certain
code. Instructions as to the kind of calculation to be made
were simultaneously encoded, and the tape was then fed
into the input unit, its information being transmitted to
the memory or storage unit. Here it was stored either on
magnetic tape or by means of combinations of circuits,
first valves, and later transistors, superconductors, and so
on. Once the figures and programed instructions were
stored in the memory unit, the computer was ready to start
work. When the start button was depressed, instructions
were transferred to the control unit. The first instruction,
for example, might relate to the multiplication of two fig-
ures preserved in the storage unit. These were then trans-
mitted to the arithmetical unit which performed the multi-
plication, the result being put into a suitable free space in
the storage unit. After this the control unit dealt with the
next instruction, and so on. When all calculations had been
completed, the control unit transmitted the final order,
which was always to tell the output printer to record the
result.
Even during what may be termed its infancy, the com-

puter showed what it could do in the way of addition
and multiplication, in competition with humans. A hun-
dred picked accountants equipped with the best pre-com-
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puter calculating machines teamed up against a single
data machine. An exceedingly complicated series of cal-
culations was set before the team, the same series in code
being fed into the computer at the sametime. At the start-
ing signal, the seasoned accountants, having already dis-
tributed the work among themselves,begancaIculating as
rapidly as their brains permitted. Their pens flew over the
paper amid the deafening clatter of the calculating ma-
chines. Still and silent in its corner stood the computer,
and only the faint flashing of signal lights showed that
something was going on within; Tension mounted; the
clerks redoubled their efforts and sweat dripped from
their foreheads-yet not half their task had been completed
when suddenIya sound was heard from the hitherto silent
data machine, and out onto its table emerged a sheet of
paper on which the-solution of the problem was recorded.
A check showed it to be correct. Later, when the oppos-
ing team completed their reckoning, they were found to
haveworked it out wrong.
And when the datamachinehad shown its paces, all were

amazed.
Mathematicians now conceived a great veneration for

the computers' calculating ability, and entrusted them
with the revisionof tables that had taken centuries to work
out. The data machines performed their tasks with un-
precedented rapidity and precision. They detected and
corrected errors in all, these old tables and greatly im-
proved their accuracy.
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Yet the computer would be no more than an ordinary
calculating machine if this were all it could do. The
difference lay in the fact that it could be given a number
of alternative mathematical programs and instructed to
select one of them according to the results of -its calcula-
tions. The program activated by the control unit could
be modified by the computer itself; 'and, on the basis of the
results obtained, it could set' up .a whole new program.
This was possible because the computer could not. only
add and multiply, etc., but also draw logical conclusions.
It could for example compare two figures and decide which
was the greater, and-in a more complex manner-s- deal
with the material received. And inasmuch as the computer
could hold more figures and combinations of figures in its
memory than could any mathematician, it could solve
problems that were far beyond him. Moreover it operated
very rapidly and could therefore make calculations which
no one had ever had either the ability or the time to
carry out before. It could also sift a large number of per-
mutations to discover whether any of them fulfilled cer-
tain given conditions. Thus even the earliest data machines
were superior in some respects to the mathematicians who
programed them.
Computers were further able to translate a text from

one language to another. A dictionary was coded into the
storage unit, this dictionary containing not only individual
words but also common idiomatic phrases; and all this
linguistic knowledge was stored up in the memory unit.
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A text typed in one language on the input device was
automatically coded and. fed into the computer, which
compared the words or phrases of the text with those al-
ready present in its memory. Having -found all the ap-
propriate phrases or words, it sent the translation, to the
output unit. Owing to the speed of the operation, output
occurred at practically the same moment as the original
text came in. Translations made by.the earliest computers,
though certainly understandable; were crude; but with
the continued development of .data-processing machines,
the quality of translation improved, and in time all lin-
guistic subtleties were mastered.
To test the intellectual capacity of computers in other

fields, people sometimes played chess, checkers or some
similar game with them. The rules of the game were
coded into the storage unit, with instructions to work out
possible moves. For each of these moves the computer had
to calculate the opponent's possible countermoves, then
its own next move, and so on. In this way it drew up a
table of the various situations which might. arise say five
moves later. After this it evaluated according to certain
patterns how advantageous these situations were, selected
the move which according to this analysis was the best,
and printed it off through the output. In other words the
computer had received the same kind of instructions nor-
mally given to a beginner, and thought out the state of play
at every move. Yet it must be reme91bered that it analyzed
the game in a way that differed markedly from that of a
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human, because its logical unit was wired up according
to principles quite unlike those of the brain.
A computer which had learned a game could improve

its skill without the help of fresh instructions, since an
situations were stored up in its memory unit: if the same
or some similarsituation arose in.a subsequent game,.it was
able to avoid a move which had proved disadvantageous
in the past, and select a winning one. In short, it could
profit by experience. Given a sufficient capacity, the data
memory could bring about continued improvement in
play. It was normal for a computer to beat the man who
had fed into it the rules of the game, even though the man
might be an eminent player. The disciple vanquished the
master without difficulty.

Computer and Mathematician

The superior faculty of combination demonstrated by
even the earliest computers in, for example, their chess-
playing, was put to important use in many fields.Itwas the
mathematicians who first benefited. Progress in mathe-
matics was speeded up, thanks to data machines, and new
methods were found which up to that time had been im-
practicable.
With this, mathematics entered a new phase, attainable

only through the collaboration of mathematicians and
computers. This symbiosis consisted at first of the pro-
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graming of problems by mathematicians, while the real
work-the solving of those problems-was carried out by
computers., The solutions were delivered to the mathe-
maticians, who had then to speculate further and possibly
formulate fresh problems, to be fed inand solved.
The symbiosis of computer and mathematician evolved

in such a way that man became more and more dependent
on 'machine. .People often had to line up and wait for a
data machine to be free to handle their problems. At first
computers performed only routine work, but later they
took on more difficult and more vital tasks. Mathematical
advance was then equally dependent on mathematicians
and computers, and it was only step ,by step that the latter
could take over the lead. For a long time to come mathe-
maticians were to be indispensable for the formulation of
problems, for certain parts of the coding, and for the in-
terpretation of results.
It should never be imagined that the ~ollaboration was

characterized solely by abstract logical thinking and the
ice-cold practicality which many believe to be an essential
part of scientific work; for in fact it was one of warmth
and good humor. Men gave computers nicknames and
played with them. As we saw, data machines were some-
times programed to play chess, and when one of them
showed itself more skillful at the game than the mathe-
matician who coded it, the vanquished player, took his
defeat ingood part. Some mathematicians revealed a warm
friendliness-c-one might. almost say love-for one partie-
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ular machine and were unwilling to work with any other.
It was even affirmedthat some computers expresseda-pref-
erence for certain mathematicians, and only calculated
correctly when working with their particular friends; but
this cannot possibly have been the case. The first data
machines were too elementary to have any feelings.

Automation by the Computer

As time went on, data-processing machines matured
enough to emerge from mathematical institutions and make
a more broadly based contribution to society. Conditions
varied from country to country, yet on the whole the
procedure followed the samecourse in all.
Computers had begun in a modest way by carrying out

routine work. They ran the bookkeeping in banks and
businesses.All payments and receipts were fed into them,
and they instantly calculated the financial position. They
could also handle payments. They took over storekeep-
ing and gave timely warning whenever any commodity
was running short and needed to be replenished. In their
capacious memory was stored all the information relat-
ing to the business,and they could swiftly notify the board
as to whether it was running at a.lossor at a profit,
It was by means of computers that factories could be

automated. They regulated and synchronized the various
machines so that more and more work people could be laid
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off. In fully automated factories the raw material was re-
ceived at one end and the finishedproduct emerged at the
other without any human intervention. Workmen could
be dispensedwith altogether, and the only staff required
were maintenancemen to servicemachinesand computers.
For this work, men were for the time being indispensable.
Fortunately, no unemployment resulted from the reor-
ganization: workmen were retrained to carry out the nec-
essary maintenance, and their numbers rapidly increased.
Clerical work was similarly automated. We have al-

ready seen how bookkeeping and stockkeeping were
transferred to computers, to an ever-increasing extent.
Other duties too devolved upon them, and practically all
officeworkers of the old type could be released.Yet even
here no unemployment resulted, for programing required
a large staff, and more and more people were trained to
perform thiswork.
By the elimination of workers and office staff, the tra-

ditional friction between the two groups automatically
disappeared. In their stead remained two new groups: the
maintenancemen and the programers. .
In pre-computer times, businessenterprises were headed

by a managing director who decided all important points
of policy: whether any department should be reorganized
or wound up, or some new activity begun; whether new
machinery should be installed, or personnel engaged or
dismissed. When confronted with alternatives, he and
his colleagues worked out what the economic con-
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sequences would be, so that he might take the most ad-
vantageous course of action. If the finn was a big one and
the manufacture complicated, it was very difficult to fore-
cast the results of any measure; in fact, the decision was
based for the most part on a guess. If the manager guessed
right, the e1!terprise prospered and he gained a reputation
for astuteness; if he guessed wrong, he might be faced
with bankruptcy and ruin.
Computers altered all this. A computer could quickly

calculate all the economic consequences of any proposed
course of action, and report back to the manager the re-
sulting profit 'or loss. The manager could then base his
decision on finn ground, and not-as before-on a hunch.
The computer could ensure that appropriate action was
taken, by means of signals regulating production in the
automated factory. In this way the manager's work was
greatly eased, and his business expanded without fear of
error. Suppose he had to choose one of three courses:
one which would result in a loss, one a slight gain, and one
a large profit. His duty was naturally to adopt the third
measure. .With the development· of data technique he
could be sure that the computer was always right. (He had
to be, as the calculation was far too complex for him to
check) He also knew that the computer would send the
appropriate control impulses to the factory, and thereby
his leadership of the business was no longer the burden
and the strain it had been hitherto. The job consisted
merely in deciding which of the profit figures· predicted
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for the alternative proposalswas the highest; and in prin-
ciple this simple task could be performed by the datama-
chine.
More and more often a manager absent on holiday or

on a business trip when an important decisionwas to be
taken would leave this decision to the computer. Auto-
mation of this/discretionary function was a very rational
measure. The computer took less than one microsecond
to determine which of the proposalswas preferable, and
it could then go on to put it into effect. The manager, re-
lieved of this vital yet at the same time trivial task, could
now devote more time to other concerns. Entertainment
and businesstrips apart, it was incumbent on him to look
to the future, to keep abreast of technical and economic
developments, and to initiate further proposals for anal-
ysisby datamachine.
The obligation to follow technical development was

especiallyburdensome. The number of articles to be read
grew like an avalanche,and to sort all the new information
was an overwhelming task. It soon became clear that com-
puters must be set to work on this. Catalogues of all the
new machinery poured in, and this information too had to
be handled by computers. Next they had to select the
machines that might be suitable for the firm's manu-
facture, and work out the financial consequences if they
were purchased. In this way computers could lighten the
manager's burden of work very considerably.
Keeping up with financial developments was just as
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exacting. Economic life was becoming more and more
complicated. Production depended on many different
kinds of raw material, of which the prices continually
changed, as did booms and slumpson the salesside. Itwas
a superhuman task to master all the factors upon which a
business depended, so that in the economic sphere too,
computers had to be called in to take over responsibility.
With the automation of a firm's buying and planning

departments, the sales department had of course to be re-
organized as well. In pre-computer times it was the sales-
man's job to convince the managers and chief buyers of
the customer firm of the excellence of his goods. From
the moment that purchases began to be handled by com-
puters the situation altered. On the birds-of-a-feather
principle the salesside, like the rest, had to be run by data
machines. Only a computer could out-talk a computer,
and the value of personal contact dropped rapidly to zero.
The computers that kept abreast of technical and eco-

nomic development were given increasingly difficultprob-
lems, but through their own rapid evolution they proved
competent to solve them. Managers, on the other hand,
found it difficult to supervisethe complexwork performed
by them, and were forced to rely more and more on data
analysis. In time it fell to the computers to present new
proposals' and initiate the measures which they. had cal-
culated were necessary for future progress.
This was a significant step, for it meant that the rate of

progress was no longer limited by managerial ideas.There
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was a pressing need too to lighten the work of the board
members, since their other commitments had become so
demanding. They still had to undertake business trips and
represent their firm abroad. It was to be a long time be-
fore these activities too were handed over to computers;
there must be moderation in all things, even in automation.

Teletotal

It was not only industry that was being automated
through data machines. They were bringing about a rev-
olution in every sphere of community life, in order that
progress toward a better society might begin. This process
was eased and hastened by a number of brilliant inventions.
A great step forward' came with the teletotal, which in

principle was a combination of automatic telephone, ra-
dio, and TV. As television presented a three-dimensional
color picture with stereo sound,one had a vivid impres-
sion that the person one was talking to was in the same
room. This facilitated personal contacts. People did not
necessarily have to' attend a meeting; they could be pres-
ent via teletotal while sitting at home. T eletotal soon de-
veloped in such a' way that in the board room a man ap-
peared to be present and listening with interest to all that
was said, while in reality he was sitting-perhaps dozing
-in his own armchair, looking on and listening abstract-
edly to the debate; indeed he could drink coffee and read
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the paper during the conference, unobserved. As in these
circumstances everyone preferred to attend meetings via
teletotal rather than sit in aboard room, computers were
built to synthetize the meeting. Each member sat at home
with his teletotal, which transmitted picture and speech
to the central computer. Pictures and sounds thus received
were combined with a standard picture of the board room
which was stored in the computer's memory. Thus every-
one had the impression of sitting in the sameroom, though
they might be at opposite ends of the earth. Somemight
evenbe in spacecraft. ,
A more difficult problem was to achieve the right at-

mosphere at business lunches, but the genius of the com-
puters solvedeven this in a satisfactorymanner.
Teletotal rendered all meeting places unnecessary. Of-

fices could be done away with, since the office staff could
work just as easily at home, their collaboration being syn-
thetized via teletotal. Shops became superfluous, for' the
goods in them could be examined from the customer's
home. The whole range of the stock was synthetized by
teletotal and occupied about four cubic inches of space'in
the storage unit of a computer. If one wanted to buy
something from a synthetized shop, one pressed the pur-
chasebutton on the teletotal. A little later a rushing sound
announced the arrival of a computer-steered conveyor
gliding along its laser beam to deliver the goods·at the
purchaser's house. His account was debited by the cen-
tral finance and distribution computer.
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Once teletotal had come into general use, people found
it unnecessary to live in towns or to travel in every day
to their work. They preferred some pleasant garden city,
or a village, or some area of natural beauty, where they
could carry on their office work and meet people via tele-
total. So it was that the big cities began to dwindle and
the traffic problem solved itself. City office blocks stood
empty, shops were deserted, and the housing shortage
disappeared.
Although we can follow the development of big cities

in detail, the causes of their origin remain one of the great
riddles of history. We have already discussed the various
theories put forward, but not one of them is convincing.
Their decline, on the other hand, is easily understood.
It represents the triumph of reason, brought about by
the advent of the computer. The progress of teletechnol-
ogy resulting from the introduction of teletotal was one
of the important factors; another was the reorganization
of communications.
When the great cities were abandoned there was lively

debate as to what should be done with them. It .was pro-
posed that they should be destroyed by means of the nu-
clear bomb (which was originally designed for this pur-
pose). But since these areas could be of no real use any-
way, they were left as they were: a decision consistent
with the reverence for the past which is so characteristic
a feature of our increasingly tradition-minded era.
Large cities soon became tourist attractions, and a more
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practical use was also found for them. When cars were
replaced by the craft that now spin along the network of
laser beams, the disposal of scrapped automobiles pre-
sented a tremendous problem. This was solved by dumping
them in the city streets, for which there was. no other
use and which anyway was where they belonged.
To return to teletotal: this apparatus was produced

also in miniature-minitotal-and was. worn in the place
of the old-fashioned wristwatch. It- was in radio contact
with a station network and could be tuned in to any de-
sired station by means of a set of switches. An expanding
screen provided TV pictures, and as one could switch on
the TV clock at any moment, wristwatches were super-
seded. Minitotal was fitted with a practical device by
which one could disconnect it so as not to be disturbed by
telephone calls. At the same time an emergency link with
the nearest radio exchange was maintained, so that one
might be rescued in any emergency or contacted for· im-
portant messages.

Reorganizations of Universities and Schools

With the further development of computers and an ade-
quate mass, production of teletotals, the radical reorgani-
zation of society could begin. First of all, schools and uni-
versities were abolished. Lectures by professors were re-
corded on tape and transmitted to the students by tele-
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total. Examinations were dealt with in the same way, by
computers, which put the questions. Candidates answered
by pressing the right buttons. Reports consisted of cards
which fell appropriately punched from the teletotal.
These were simultaneously recorded by the centralcen-
sus register and stored in its memory unit, which was
switched on whenever a question of promotion was to be
dealt with by data-processing. Laboratory work was
completely automated, and attended by students via tele-
total. In this way the great, expensive universities could
be replaced by a few central data machines, and professors
and tutors released.
School problems were solved as smoothly. Masters were

replaced by teaching machines and, by means of special
teletotal channels, all instruction could be relayed to in-
dividual homes. School buildings were now unnecessary,
and problems of school discipline automatically disap-
peared.
By these means, opportunities of acquiring knowledge

were increased. Anyone could receive instruction at any
stage in whatever subject he chose. The resulting demands
on the education department made it necessary to intro-
duce a large number of complex data-processing machines.
A numerous staff was also needed for programing and for
organizing instruction; therefore no serious unemployment
among schoolteachers arose. Some became organizers and
programers, while others maintained and serviced the
teaching machinery.
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The further development of education is most interest-
ing, not least because it had been to some extent foreshad-
owed by the great educational reformers who were active
at the beginning of our era, when a great part of the
knowledge which in earlier types of schooling the pupils
had been compelled to absorb was seen to be entirely un-
necessary. This was even truer now, when by means of
teletotal one could at any moment contact the data store
of a central library, and immediately receive the infor-
mation one required (e.g., for solving a crossword puzzle).
It was needless to burden one's brain with a mass of mate-
rial which was preserved more surely and more reliably.in
a computer's storage unit than in the memory of any
schoolboy. In consequence of this a great many school
courses were abolished, and the human race advanced
further along the road which had once led from the so-
called crammer-school to the unity school. This last
evolved by way of the basic school into an even better
form: .the "nullity school," in which practically all cram-
ming was done away with. This reform should not be
regarded as reflecting adversely on the basic school,·which
in its own day was a pioneer. But with the development
of computers, society altered in a way which not even
the eminent educationists of the past could have foreseen.
The nullity school strove to introd~ce into t~e scho-

lastic sphere the perfect freedom which was the leitmotiv
or theme of the happy period we are now describing. Pu-
pils were able to acquire exactly the skills they desired,
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AU the knowledge stored in the gigantic memory units
of the central library computers was at, their disposal. All
the learning accumulated by both man and data machine
was accessible via teletotal to any schoolchild who thirsted
for it. But they were free to choose: they could not tackle
everything, and had no need to burden their brains with
any subject they regarded as superfluous. Indeed, if they
wished, they could renounce their right to any learning
whatsoever.
The nullity school proved a worthy heir to the basic

school. The time was ripe for a really great reform. Com-
pulsory schooling, which had long embittered adolescent
life, was abolished; and with this the glorious years of
youth were delivered from their greatest torment.
These educational reforms led to the democratization

of society. Since universal knowledge was stored in the
memory units .of the computers and was thus easily ac-
cessible to one and all, the gap between those who knew
and those who did not was closed. Intellectual snobbery
disappeared, for by means of teletotal everyone had direct
contact with the vast sources of wisdom, and it was quite
unnecessary to store any wisdom at all in the human brain.

The New Jurisprudence

The next great reform was a legal one. Because of the
rapid evolution of society, new laws had continually to be
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enacted. It was found impractical to print them, since
law books 'then became enormously thick and had to be
revised every month or so; Instead, laws were fed into
special legal arid judiciary computers. If someone was sus-
pected of a crime, the police inquiry, evidence, etc. were
coded and fed into the law and judgment computer, which
decided whether the testimony was adequate, and which
law-if atiy-- had been broken by the accused: The pen-
altywas assessedand sentence pronounced-by a punched
card produced by the computer. Owing to the speed and
capacity of the data machine, court caseswere very rap-
idly dealt with: a second or so after the evidence had been
fed in, the sentence card emerged.
The advantages of this system were very great. The

judge could no longer be accused of partiality-although
it was open to the accused to plead that the computer had
been wrongly programed. In theory this possibility-how-
ever remote-could never be excluded. To eliminate
any risk of justified objection to the verdict, every con-
victed -person had the right to appeal against his sentence
on the grounds that the computer had been either wrongly
wired or wrongly coded. He was then given access to all
wiring diagrams and coding records, together with a
punched paper tape-representing the computer operation
throughout the trial. He had only to point out a single
indefensible error in one of the mile-long tapes for the
sentence to be quashed and a retrial ordered. Thus justice
was guaranteed~
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When computers took over. the administration of jus-
tice, lawyers could be dispensed with. A further advan-
tage was that laws. and edicts could nowbe as intricate as
desired. At one time their complexity. was restricted by
the necessity for lawyers to comprehend them; that they
should exceed the layman's grasp had long been taken for
granted. But now this limitation was removed: one had
only to build bigger and better computers for even the
most involved ordinances to be correctly interpreted. Thus
the sword of justice could be whetted to a yet keener
edge.
This was of the greatest importance. As each in-

dividual's minitotal had, for technical reasons, to be linked
with the nearest radio station, it was simple enough to
check where anyone was at any given moment. The wear-
ing of minitotal was made compulsory for everyone, and
a system was evolved whereby an alarm sounded if anyone
attempted to remove his or hers. If a crime had been com-
mitted, therefore, it was a routine matter to check up on
those who had been at the scene at the material time. As
a rule it was possible to find the criminal. at once, and
within a few seconds he was awarded the sentence found
appropriate by the legal computer. Thus the administration
of ,justice became less fallible, and although a great num-
ber of complex computers and their staff were involved,
true justice deserves no less.
It must be noted as a most fortunate circumstance that

in the age of dictatorships, mini total had not yet been
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invented. An evilly disposed despot could have used it to
practice unspeakable oppression. But as minitotal was in-
troduced in the course of the most perfect democracy
everevolved,no such risk existed.
Indeed, minitotal became a prerequisite for the intro-

duction of the Democracy of Complete Freedom, as we
shalllater see.
Vital though it may be to detect a crime and deal with

the criminal without delay, it is of course even more im-
portant to prevent the commission of any crime at all.
Thanks to advances in psychology and criminology it
became clear to everyone that a crime is seldom committed
spontaneously, but results from some peculiar psychic
instability in the criminal and relates also to his social
position. If one has detailed knowledge of a person's psy-
chological makeup and of his reaction to his environment,
it is possible to predict fairly accurately whether he will
commit a crime and if so when; whereupon steps may be .
taken to prevent it. At intervals during the year, therefore,
people were subjected to psychological tests--such an
operation being performed very simply by tuning their
minitotals in to a psychological computer. Individuals
displaying abnormal tendencies were tested more often
and in more detail, and if the processed data indicated any
great crime risk, the potential criminal was interned and
subjected to preventive treatment. This well-considered
measure did not of course commit the suspect in any way.
From the day of his internment he was given daily tests,
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and as soon as these tests showed that as a result of thera-
peutic treatment he had ceased to be a public danger, he
was released.
War on crime was waged by means of these and other

measures. It was encouraging to note a decrease in offenses
in anyone category, but as the number of categories mul-
tiplied rapidly, crime as a whole also showed an increase.
It became necessary, therefore, to construct more and
more complicated legal and judicial data machines.

Health Factories

In the domain of public health, too, development was
swift. As each individual was required by law to wear a
minitotal on his wrist, it was easy to fit this apparatus with
a small accessory called the hygitotal. By means of suit-
ably placed electrodes this gadget measured body tem-
perature, pulse rate, blood pressure, and a number of other
medically important data. The results of these measure-
ments were transmitted continuously via minitotal to health
centers, where they were analyzed by computers. These
gave the alarm as soon as any morbid changes were ob-
served. In this wayan illness could be diagnosed at.a very
early stage, and the patient given immediate treatment.
An incipient chill, for instance, could often be nipped in
the bud. An infectious person could at once be admitted
to a hospital or those about him warned via minitotal, for
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since the radio centers were able to locate any individual
via minitotal, it was easy for a data machine to discover
which people were in the sick man's vicinity at the time.
In the event of an accident the alarm was immediately

given via minitoral, and an ambulance dispatched without
delay. This was done even if the victim's rninitotal was
damaged and ceasedto function, asthat very fact suggested
the possibility of an accident. And if the apparatus was
deliberately put out of action, immediate steps had to be
taken, in case the saboteur was trying to escape observa-
tion in order to commit somecrime.
An important reform was. the abolition of hospitals

and their replacement by health factories. This came about
as a result of a new attitude toward health and sickness.A
fresh assessment of the value of health pointed the way.
The economic view of production made it. essential to
know the price of every kind of goods, as anything that
had no price was regarded as valueless. To ensure that
health was generally appreciated at its true worth, there-
fore, it became essentialto put a certain price.upon it.
Once the economic value of health had been deter-

mined, the building of health factories could safely be
left to industry. Health factories were rationally organ-
ized .on the pattern of the most efficient industrial facto-
ries of the day. The raw materials-patients-were admit-
ted at one end of the factories, and the finished products
-healthy people-were discharged from the other. Un-
fortunately there were also waste products, but this is
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inevitable in any type of manufacture. Like all-other fac-
tories these works were fully automated and computer-
controlled. Doctors, nurses, and all other staff were elim-
inated, which was an advantage from the point of view
of infection. No sick person came in contact with anyone
to whom he might pass on his disease.At first, certain
maintenance staff were required for the machines,and not
until later could the servicing be carried out entirely by
computer.
By the time a patient arrived at the health factory a

preliminary diagnosis had already been made, based on
computer analysis of hygitotal reports. The sick person
was placed on the conveyor belt and carried along the
diagnostic channel, where the necessary tests were made.
These were controlled by a computer, so that hypodermic
needleswere inserted with perfect precision at appropriate
parts of the body. A loudspeaker dispensed soothing
music alternating with cheerful remarks. Test results were
analyzed by a central computer into whose storage unit
allmedicalknowledge had been coded, and the appropriate
treatment was worked out instantaneously. Pills were
introduced into the patient's mouth and hypodermic sy-
ringes into appropriate parts of his body. If surgery was
necessary, it was effected by computer-guided scalpels
according to the most advanced techniques, after which
the wound was stitched by an ultramodern sewing ma-
chine. Having passed through the various departments by
conveyor belt, the patient was delivered at the exit fully
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recovered. With the advance of health techniques and·
the further rationalization of the works, the speed of the
conveyor belt was increased.
In exceptional cases, however, it happened that the

subject was diverted to another conveyor belt, which af-
ter automatic autopsy carried the 'body' to abuiit-in
crematorium. Mourning relatives could then collect a
tasteful urn containing the ashes, while a loudspeaker re-
layed psalms and words of comfort and· an automatic
shovel delivered three portions of earth hygienically pack-
aged in plastic.
The computer-conrrolledhealrh factories represented

a great advance on hospitals. By the abolition of all staff,
the death· of .patients from physicians' carelessness or
nurses' negligence was entirely avoided. Each patient was
guaranteed treatment in accordance with the latest dis-
coveries of medical science, since the, results of these
were fed daily into the health machine. In spite of this,
of course, some people died under treatment, but even
the best machine may at times have technical weaknesses.
And when all's said and done, people have to die some-
time, despite the most splendid technical advances ..
The removal of doctors, teachers,' and other so-called

intellectuals marked a great step forward. These groups had
always been awkward and quarrelsome and difficult to, or-
ganize. But once all the progressive elements of society
made it their aim to eliminate them, the process proved
quite easy. For in fact these groups.were.small and insig-
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nificant, and there was no room for them in a well-organ-
ized community.

The New Constitution

An even greater arid more important advance came with
the reform of 'government. This had long been the most
antiquated and ineffectual section of society, for the.leaders
of the state, fearing lest reform should curtail their power,
opposed it desperately. Yet progress in other .fields auto-
matically brought about a fundamental change in the status
of the government.
In the very earliest times, most states had been ruled by

a monarch or dictator with the help of a relatively small,
permanent organization under his command. This was
possible because the great mass of the population was un-
organized and found it difficult to put up any effective
opposition to small but efficient organization. Technical
development, -however, forced a radical organization on
all groups, and as society depended on these groups in
order to function at all, the concentration of power auto-
matically diminished. Indeed, governments soon lost all
capacity to lead the advance, which pursued the same
course whether a conservative, liberal', or Communist ad-
ministration was nominally in office. The different par-
ties clung faithfully to their own ideologies as to beloved
old relics. Yet in one country a liberal government might
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rally around the monarchy although its party program
included the setting up of a republic; in another a con-
servative government retained a far-reaching socialization
while putting its abolition on the agenda, and in a third,
very great class differences were introduced into a Com-
munist administration which was pledged to the eradica-
tion of any such thing.
With the continued improvements in technology it

became increasingly obvious that the government was in
reality quite incompetent to govern or to lead. The es-
sential changes in society were brought about by tech-
nical progress and the parallel growth of bureaucracy.
Whenever any change occurred in the social setup, it
might be five years at least before the government grasped
what had happened, and another five for it to take appro-
priate action. Thus all official measures came into force
about ten years too late and usually did more harm than
good . .As soon as this fact was demonstrated by means of
the Sociological Complexity Theorem, the most urgent
social reform was seen to be the abolition of government
through reorganization. It proved impossible, however,
to make the government perceive even this necessity.
Government having lost its power to rule the nation,

its most important task was to work out reasonable com-
promise solutions between the opposing interests of the
various social groups. Yet experience had shown that all
such conflicts were best resolved by data machines, which
by reason of their enormous faculty of combination and
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permutation could as a rule rapidly work out compromises
acceptable to all parties. Good examples had been set
by industry, where increase in productivity stood in di-
rect relation to the decrease in managerial powers. It had
been shown that industrial enterprises worked best where
the manager's task was restricted to that of public relations,
while the business itself was run by data machines. From
this it was evident that the community as a whole would
greatly profit by the substitution of a data machine for
government. This idea was vigorously opposed by the
administration; yet the problem was happily solved.
Clearly the leaders'primary concern was to remain in

power, and for this reason they had little time to keep
abreast of the important. technical developments which
were reshaping society. They lost touch; they had less
and less idea of the implications of the acts they passed.
When, therefore, a plan was proposed, providing that a
new computer should be acquired in order to reorganize
the administration, they failed to perceive from the wir-
ing diagram that they themselves would be put out of
business. The technicians who worked out the scheme
never had the chance to enter into detailed explanations.
The government gave its approval, that this computer
should be connected between the parliamentary, civil
service, and certain other data machines. Not until it was
too late did the government discover that it had abolished
itself. It made a desperate effort to regain power, but as not
one of the members knew how to program a computer,
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the attempt failed. The governmenF could exercise no
influence whatsoever upon the now completely computer-
controlled administrative machinery.
Just as the emblems of royalty had been preserved after

the king lost his power, so people were concerned to pre-
serve some symbol of government. The data machine that
replaced it was mounted in a gilt framework and topped
by a big gilt crown and bore the inscription: "H. M.·
Government Machine." Members .of the government
were entitled to sign their names once on each mile of
tape produced by the machine, after which the tape was
presented to the monarch in council. Members were also
permitted to travel all over the state and make speeches
concerning the wise measures adopted by the Government
Machine. However, it soon turned out to be more practi-
cal to transfer the functions of the Government Machine
to other computers, so that the gilded one became an
empty shell except for the tape punch producing the tape
for government members. When at a later date the great
cities were abandoned, the Government Machine fell
into oblivion, although some of the more energetic tour-
ist guides still led their flocks to see it. Although exposed
to wind and weather among the ruins, it shows traces of
gilding to this day.
As soon as the government was got rid of, society be-

gan to develop much more quickly, and a series of im-
portant reforms could be carried through. Parliament no
longer had to meet in an old, outdated building, but held
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its sessions via teletotal. There was no need for members
to leave their own districts, and the concept of a capital
city lost its meaning. The speed with which society was
progressing added to the work of parliament, so that the
number of its members had to be increased, and thanks
to advances in teletotal technique, this increase could be
achieved without inconvenience. Thus the ground was
prepared for the fundamental reform of the constitution:
i.e., the introduction of the Complete Freedom Democ-
racy.
It was when the first Stone Age man made himself

master of his neighbors and organized a tribe that the
evolution of society began. The tribal chief foreshadowed
the absolute monarch and the dictator. This social struc-
ture gave place to so-called democracy or, in our modem
terminology, pseudo-democracy: a form of society which
arose at the beginning of our own era. The absolute ruler
had been relieved of his power by a coterie which had
formed what was known as a political party. This coterie
was self-recruiting, and it ruled in the name of the people.
Itwas assumed that the people had placed their confidence
in it by voting for it at an election, but what the people
really expressed by their vote was their feeling that the
rival parties were even worse bunglers than their own.
There was therefore no guarantee that the government
in a pseudo-democracy would fulfil the people's real
wishes.
It was a fortunate thing that the abolition of govern-
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ment which we have described was effected so rapidly
and painlessly, but with the development of society a
government had in any case become an anomaly, and its
disappearance in one way or another could only have been
a question of time. The advance toward the Complete
Freedom Democracy was inexorable, and the way led via
an increase in parliamentary membership.
At every parliamentary election there were many com-

peting candidates, and it was often a great pity that they
could not all be elected arid place their abilities at the serv-
ice of the state. After the introduction of teletotal and
the reorganization of parliamentary work there was no
longer any need to restrict the number of members and
so exclude many intelligent and respected men and women;
so the numbers were continually increased. But it was
realized after a while that the election of members of par-
liament was fundamentally undemocratic, for it gave one
group of people more power than others and seriously
contravened the fundamental principle of equal rights for
all. As soon as this was generally appreciated, the fate of
pseudo-democracy was sealed. The Complete Freedom
Democracy was inaugurated by making all citizens mem-
bers of parliament.
When parliament was in session, therefore, all the in-

habitants of the country could take part via teletotal. The
proposals put forward. had been minutely prepared be-
forehand by computer, but every citizen had the right
to speak. All speeches were transmitted by teletotal, and
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so that the day's business should not take too long they
were sent out on a number of parallel channels. This meant
that not all citizens could hear all the speeches, but as a .
rule that had not been possible in the pseudo-democratic
parliament either, where most members were absent dur-
ing speeches and came in only when summoned by a bell
to vote. The same principle was adapted to the present
case. When the speeches came to an end every individual
in the country was roused by ringing from the teletotal.
Voting could then take place.
At first many people were nonplussed, and uncertain

what measure to vote for, although all proposals had been
fully expounded in debate. It was not easy to grasp the
implications of a complex measure which had perhaps
taken even the computers a long time to work out in de-
tail. There was general satisfaction, therefore, when a
rule was introduced whereby the proposal shown by com-
puter analysis to be the best should always be presented
as Proposal No. I, while inferior measures were numbered
2, 3, etc. Every citizen could thus confidently vote for
No. I. To save trouble and avoid the inconvenience of
being summoned to vote from time to time, an ingenious
device called the automatic voter was invented. One could
provide one's teletotal with an automatic attachment
which voted Yes to Proposal No. I and No to all the
others. This of course in no way encroached upon the
fully democratic rights of the citizen. Each and every
person was entitled to make his voice heard in debate at
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any time, and if anyone thought he could understand a
bill. better than the computers, he was free to switch off
the automatic voter and support No.2 or No. 3. No pen-
alties whatever attached to his doing so. In other words, he
enjoyed greater freedom than the members of a pseudo-
democratic parliament, who seldom dared tq vote against
their party. Despite this, the brilliant automatic voter was
unknown to them; which shows how irrationally organ-
ized was the pre-computer age.
The Complete Freedom Democracy is the finest form

of society that has ever existed. With its introduction, all
the strivings of idealists toward a society where 'complete
freedom should prevail reached 'fulfilment. The prin-
ciple was that no one could oppress or be oppressed. All
were equal. Universal freedom had been realized. It was
toward this form of society that the whole of evolution
had been tending, when governed by the community's
ablest citizens, and it was thanks to data machines that the
ideal became the reality, for without them such an organ-
ization would have been impossible. We know from ·the
great Sociological Complexity Theorem that the capacity
of the human brain is inadequate to work out a rational
organization of society.
Since the technique is by its nature universal, the same

development occurred in every state, and differed in name
only. In some countries the administration was called the
Complete Freedom Peoples' Democracy, in others the
Complete Freedom Social Democracy or the Complete
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Freedom Republican Democracy or His Majesty's Com-
plete Freedom Democracy. But in content all these were
identical.

The Abolition of War

This brings us to international relations. During the pre-
computer age these had steadilydeteriorated. Nations were
engaged in an incessant arms race, weapons became more
destructive and wars more terrible. The threat of nuclear
bombs, which could be delivered by rocket to any part of
the world, struck terror to all hearts. The fear of catas-
trophe and annihilation dominated the life of man from
the StoneAge until the comingof computers.
But while people feared extinction they also feared

the opposite: that the human race would become too nu-
merous through the population explosion.
Basically these two threats arose from the same cause:

man's inability to organize society.We know now that the
problem exceeded his brain capacity. Man has undoubt-
edly had many good qualities, but problems of organiza-
tion havealwaysbeen beyond him.
With the advent of data machines, however, the inter-

national situation began gradually to brighten. The aboli-
tion of governments everywhere was an important ad-
vance. As had long been suspected, most disputes were
bred by the governments, whose powers were usually
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strengthened by the people rallying to their support in
any international conflict, Also war largely resulted from
incompetence and an inability to foresee the course of
events. At the end of hostilities at least the loser knew that
he had been foolish, and had he been able to foresee the
outcome he would have preferred compromise to defeat,
even at the cost of big concessions, Computers, owing to
their ability to take a consensus of complex problems,
were able to predict with fair certainty how matters
would develop, although at first some bad mistakes were
made. Such prognostications strengthened the tendency
to resolve disputes in a peaceful manner, especially as the
devastation of war was such that often even the victor
felt he had made a bad bargain.
The data machines, with their tremendous faculty for

combination, were now called upon to find solutions ac-
ceptable to all parties in international problems. Early at-
tempts failed, but a period of experiment was followed
by marked success. Looked at from our point of view the
problems were quite absurd. Why not disarm, when every-
one detested war? Why should populations increase in an
uncontrolled way, when medical science could prevent
it? Why should one part of the world starve when there
was a surplus in another part and means of transport were
available? The only explanation our contemporary his-
torians can offer is the incompetence of the politicians.
Their maneuvers were often inspired by their lust for
power rather than by the will to solve problems. But as
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soon as their dilettantism had given place to the rational
methods of computers, the problems were solved. With
the help of data machines a system of international con-
tacts was built up, and this was the first step toward the
worldwide administrative computer net of later times.
Another international problem was that of language.

Politicians do not seem to have given it much thought, but
it was in fact very important. Everyone perceived the de-
sirability of an international language, and to our eyes it
is incomprehensible that none was introduced. But the
leaders' powers of organization were unequal to the task.
People struggled on with a number of languages, and the
nation that could shoot best at any given time managed as
a rule to impose its language upon a great part of humanity.
For a brief period when English-speaking nations had a
hegemony, English was used as an auxiliary language, al-
though its clumsy, non-phonetic spelling, its lack of clar-
ity, and its vast vocabulary made it singularly ill-suited
to be a world language.
But where men failed," computers succeeded. Quite

soon after the first data machine appeared, an international
language for computers had been evolved. The sequences
of pico-second impulses used by data machines had uni-
versal significance, and since computers were used in all
countries, an international language arose of itself. The
language problem, which to the politicians had appeared
too difficult to tackle, was solved, as it were, in passing by
computers. .
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The next step was to make this language comprehensi-
ble to humans, but as even the oldest data machines could
translate there was no difficulty about this. The machines
were programed to translate computer language into all
the tongues in the world. If a person wanted to speak to
someone in a foreign country, he connected his teletotal
to the nearest translation computer, which converted what
he said into data signals. These were transmitted to a com-
puter in the other country, which translated them into
the language of the recipient. He replied in the same way.
As the computers performed their work in a fraction of
a second, the delay was negligible, and conversations
could be carried on without difficulty. All communication
between people speaking different languages was soon
effected exclusively by computer impulses, and it became
unnecessary to learn a foreign tongue. This brought
about still further reorganization in school work, and
there was no more cramming of grammar and vocabulary.
In addition to this there resulted a democratization

among peoples. "Master races" who forced their own
language on others no longer existed, and the problem of
language minorities, which in the past had sometimes
caused war, was now automatically solved. There was no
reason why everyone in a country should speak the same
language when people could converse together, each in
his own tongue, with the subtle aid of computers.
In former times attempts were made to suppress dialect

and to promote a national or standard form of speech. This
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now became unnecessary. It was not inconvenient for
individuals to use their own dialects, even though the
speakers might be mutually incomprehensible. Anyone
could talk any gibberish he liked as long as he programed
a computer to translate it into data language.
By this means many interesting cultures were pre-

served. Minority languages and dialects which had been
threatened with extinction through standardization were
now able to survive without inconvenience; so that from
a linguistic point of view too, computers introduced per-
fect freedom.

Neurototal

T eletotal was given increasingly important functions to
perform. It established contact between people of differ-
ent languages or dialects; it gave them access to the knowl-
edge stored in the memory units of the computers and
enabled them to become sharers in the life of the com-
munity. T eletotal threw a bridge between the thought
world of the computer-which operated via pulse se-
quences at the speed of nano-seconds-and the thought
world of the human brain, with its electrochemical nerve
impulses. Technically, teletotal linked the two systems,
which from a logical angle resembled one another.
Thoughts engendered in a human brain were transmitted
to the computer system, and thoughts and results worked
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out by data machines were in turn received by the brain.
The importance of this link was evident, but the actual

process was cumbersome and irrational.
Transmission from brain to computer was made in the

following laborious manner. As a result of mental activity,
nerve-borne impulses were carried to the organs of
speech, where thought was clothed in words. These sounds
were conveyed through the air as sound waves to the
teletotal microphone, which transformed them into elec-
trical impulses. These were then identified in the teletotal
and coded. into computer language for onward transmis-
sion to computer exchanges.
In the reverse direction, signals emitted from these ex-

changes were received by teletotal, and there transformed
into sounds relayed by the teletotal loudspeaker. These
sound waves reached the human ear, where they were
once more transformed, this time into nervous impulses
to be received by the brain.
This system was clearly impractical. To make contact

between the computer's impulse system and the human
nervous system via sound waves was in fact unnecessary.
In theory, direct contact was possible. Nerve impulses
had long been used to operate artificial limbs and the like,
and the same principle was now extended to allow the
direct conversion of these nerve impulses into electrical
signals, for transmission. In the reverse direction, incom-
ing impulses replaced nerve signals. This conversion was
achieved by means of a tiny unit called neurototal, which
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was inserted surgically into a nerve channel. Itwas linked
to nerves in such a way as to receive incoming nerve im-
pulses and, along other nerves, send out neurosignals. This
unit was in permanent contact via VHF with the subject's
minitotal. The neurototal unit was little larger than a pea
and caused no discomfort; and it was inserted by an ex-
tremely simple operation.
After such an operation a person could learn to trans-

mit electrical impulses expressing his thoughts. These
impulses were identified and coded by his minitotal and
relayed to the computer network. In a corresponding man-
ner he could receive the incoming signals which his mini-
total conveyed to his nervous system. In this way a man
acquired something like an extra sense, which brought
him news of the world.
Direct contact between the human nervous system

and the computer system was of the greatest value to the
blind and the deaf, for it renewed their contact with the
world. But even for people without these disabilities it
was a great boon, for it connected human brains far more
efficiently with one another and with the whole computer
network, and man could really feel himself to be a valuable
and integral part of the great community.
Nevertheless the introduction of neurototal met with

opposition. Certain conservative-minded groups reacted
against it as against all other innovations. It was thought
to constitute a violation of "personal integrity," and to
lead to some sort of "thought censorship." This was of
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course utter nonsense. Neurototal merely furnished man
with a new sense organ and a new means of communication
with the world about him. Of course it could be abused
by the transmission of advertising and "propaganda, but
sight and hearing also, from time immemorial, had been
abused in this way. Moreover, people were no longer liv-
ing under a dictatorship, but in it Complete Freedom De-
mocracy, which meant that each and every one of them
could switch" off his neurototal whenever he or she chose
to do so, and its operation or non-operation was entirely
a matter of personal choice.
The introduction of neurototal was a slow process,

chiefly because long training was required before one
could make efficient use of it. Even at the time of the Great
Disaster it had not yet become universal.

The Importance of Tradition

History teaches us that the finest cultures always arose
from a balance between the forces of progress and the
pull of tradition. This is highly characteristic of the sym-
biosis between man and computer. The more rapid the
advance, the greater the part played by fine old traditions.
We have already seen that in the domain of language the
trend was by no means in the direction of a dismal uni-
formity. On the contrary, its multiplicity was reverently
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preserved, even to the point of reviving obsolescent lan-
guages and evolving new dialects.
Since production was computer-controlled, there was

no need for goods to be monotonous and drab. Data ma-
chines could produce any desired pattern, and it was only
by the customer's own request that two or more articles
were made alike. Manufacture was characterized by more
esthetic variety and imagination than ever before, for the
computers' capabilities in this respect exceeded those of
man.
Old parlor games and other diversions enjoyed a ren-

aissance, bowling being especially popular. The old high-
ways made admirable bowling alleys and were thus put
to sensible use.
It would be interesting to follow the evolution of fam-

ily life during the symbiotic period, but the theme lies
beyond the scope of an historical account such as this.
Its guiding principles were the same as those upon which
social evolution as a whole was based: namely, the most
perfect freedom and at the same time the conscientious
preservation of the best in the old traditions. But not until
our own day could these ideals be fully realized.
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